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Abstract: E-mail malware poses critical threats. These malwares could cause the computer to be compromised.  

Malware / virus is modeled and its spreaded into other computers to easily. Once one node is affected it 

becomes compromised. If it starts to sending mail of virus infected file to rest of it's another nodes to which it is 

attached. User mailbox infectious at it's active state. If three nodes are infected and which are connected to a 

single node in its tree model, then three nodes will affect that single node. After analysis the behavior of the 

virus patches are distributed to kill the virus. To filter a virus data from the sender end itself. We implement 
both proposed & modification system, where by virus data is analyzed with pre stored behavior and filtered in 

the sender end itself in order to prevent virus penetration.   
Keywords: malware,infected,filtering,nodes,penetration,propagation 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  
In the real world, email is a basic web service for computer users, while email malwares are poses 

critical security threats in a browsers. A number of years, the propagation of email malwares has followed the 

same modules in various operations. The infected email is sent to the victim and appears as though it was sent 

by somebody the recipient trusts. The subject is also related to the recipient’s mail throughout the business area. 

Once the victim mail is tricked into either clicking the malicious hyperlinks or opening the attachments inside 

such an email, the computer will be compromised to the malwares. Then, the compromised computer will start 

to infect new file that targets to found in its email address lists immediately and spreaded to it. To prevent email 

malware, scientists have spared no effort to people from opening unexpected hyperlinks and email attachments. 

However, the success of recent new email malware, such as “here you are”, indicates that those education 

measures are not very successful. a key reason is because social engineering is a tried-and-true technique in the 

context of security. By convincing computer users that the received emails with malicious hyperlinks and 

attachments were from a trusted source, the technique of email-borne malware will be highly effective and it 

still widely adopted by current malware. To focuses on modeling the propagation dynamics which is a 

fundamental technique for developing countermeasures to reduce email malware’s spreading speed and 

prevalence. 

 

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 Malware / virus is modeled and propagated into other computers that compromise all systems. Once 

one node is infected that are spreaded patch file in another node. This starts sending email of virus file to rest of 

it's neighbor nodes to which it is attached. User file is infectious at that it will be an active state. If all three 

nodes are infected by the virus and that three nodes are connected to a single node and it forms a tree model, 

then all three node will affect that single node. That single nodes are spreading is more dangerous virus in case 

of  dis function system. That infected files are creates the patch file that have unidentified format. 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
Email malware poses critical threats. These malwares could cause the computer to be compromised. 

All the antivirus  clear’s the virus content only after the system is affected.  There is no preventive system is 

implemented so far. In the spam mailers mails are directed to the user’s e mail id but stored in the spam folder. 

There is no automatic filtering system is implemented so far. There is no preventive system of virus penetration 

is implementation. Virus behavior monitoring is not implemented so far. 
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IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Malware/virus is modeled and propagated into other computers to compromise those. Once one node is 

infected it becomes compromised to sending the email. It starts sending mail of virus file to rest of its neighbor 

nodes to which it is attached to that process. Modeling a real time virus is not done so far. Automatic filtering in 

the outbox is achieved in the modification part of implementation. Behavior monitoring is also achieved. Virus 

data is analyzed with pre stored behavior data set and filtered in the sender end itself on order to prevent virus 

penetration. We create a model virus and penetrate in the network as we specified in the proposed system. 

Patches are distributed via the network to quarantine the virus.  

 

V. MODIFICATION SYSTEM 
MODIFICATION part of the project is to filter a virus data from the sender end itself. We implement 

both proposed & modification system, where by virus data is analyzed with pre stored behavior data set and 

filtered in the sender end itself on order to prevent virus penetration.  This will be involved in modeling of three 

types of virus files. They are new folder creation virus, increased CPU load virus, continuous system restart 

virus. We create a model virus and penetrate in the network as we specified in the proposed system. Patches are 

distributed via the network to quarantine the virus. But in the modification part of work, viruses are modeled 

and filtered in the sender end itself based on the comparison with the behavior of pre stored data set. 

Propagation is totally avoided in the modification part.  

 

VI. DATAFLOW DIAGRAM 
Worm will be detected and killed from the outbox itself 

 
fig 1.1 detection of worms 

 

One user sends to the worm file into another user through  the server. Once the another user open 

infected file that will be spreaded the virus from all mail box. If the user wants to send the file from another user 

they will be sent to virus infected file so the user want to sent the uninfected file they used to proposed file. That 

system is used to send the worm file and the patches also attached. That patches are helps to kill the virus file 

and then send to secured file. The modification file also used to detect the worm file and kill the outbox itself. 

This automatically filters the virus and then sends to mail. This prevents the virus penetration through spam 

mails.     

                                   

VII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed model for the propagation of modern email malware. This model is 

able kill divergence in the independent to address two critical processes unsolved in previous models: the re 

infection and the self-start. By introducing a group of difference equations and virtual nodes are repetitious 

spreading processes caused by the re infection and the self-start from that process. This showed that the result of 

our  model is close to the simulations of spreading malware. For the future work, there are also some problems 
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needed to be solved, such as the independent assumption between users in the network and the periodic 

assumption of email checking time of users. 
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